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• Spatial and temporal coverage of GNSS Networks is significantly increasing
• Network analysis software needs to be generic, fast, open-source, and well-documented
• DISSTANS is a Python package optimized for the decomposition of GNSS timeseries
• DISSTANS can incorporate spatial correlation a priori in the analysis
• DISSTANS offers visualization tools, is easily extendable, and can be automated
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A B S T R A C T
Dense, regional-scale, continuously-operating Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) networks
are powerful tools to monitor plate motion and surface deformation. The spatial extent and density
of these networks, as well as the length of observation records, have steadily increased in the past
three decades. Software to enable the efficient analysis (especially the decomposition) of the ever-
increasing amount of available timeseries should have the following desirable qualities: geographic
portability, computational speed, automation (minimizing the need for manual inspection of each
station), use of spatial correlation (exploiting the fact that stations experience common signals), source
code availability, and documentation. We introduce the DISSTANS Python package, which aims to
be generic (therefore portable), parallelizable (fast), and able to exploit the spatial structure of the
observation records in a user-assisted, semi-automated framework, including uncertainty propagation.
The code is open-source, includes an application interface documentation as well as usage tutorials,
and is easily extendable. We present two case studies that demonstrate our code, one using a synthetic
dataset and one using real GNSS network timeseries.

1. Introduction
Networks of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

stations enable the direct observation of surface displace-
ment down to millimeter accuracy (e.g., Blewitt, 2015).
Originally using only the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and consisting of only a handful of stations, modern quasi-
permanent deployments can incorporate more than 1,000
receivers and take advantage of other GNSS constellations
such as the Galileo or BeiDou systems. Analyzing network
position timeseries requires awareness of the many processes
that affect the observations, both desired and confounding,
and an ability to distinguish between them. While dominant
constituents like the secular motion of a particular station
can usually be inferred by simple linear regression, quan-
tifying less prominent constituents (e.g., displacements due
to low-magnitude slow slip events or small-volume magma
chamber growth) requires a better understanding of the
contributing processes.

Here, we present the DISSTANS Python package to
facilitate the temporal and spatial decomposition of GNSS
timeseries. The code is written in a generic, fully object-
oriented fashion with minimal assumptions as to study lo-
cation, data units, and sampling frequency. Different data
loading methods are implemented that interface with com-
mon existing timeseries file formats, but are also easily
adapted to new formats. All downstream processing is in-
dependent of the original format and origin. To make the
code as usable and accessible as possible, it is open-source
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and heavily commented. The repository includes tagged
versions, verbose commit messages, and full documentation.
The documentation features tutorials based on synthetic
and real timeseries data, a subset of which are presented
here. DISSTANS already contains many common process-
ing workflows. These workflows are usable with just a few
lines of code, and more are in the planned development
roadmap. DISSTANS is parallelized for the most demanding
tasks — most notably the model fitting component. We
also provide extensive plotting options and graphical user
interfaces, simplifying interactions with the data.

Section 2 of this report introduces some key structural
decisions and presents a brief literature review of previous
work, placing this study in the broader scientific context.
Section 3 provides an overview of the code design, with
Appendix A detailing the lower-level implementation. To
validate our processing, Section 4 contains the analysis of a
synthetic network of GNSS stations, as well as results from
a real-world application using data from the Long Valley
Caldera region, California, USA. Section 5 discusses key
design choices. Finally, we end in Section 6 with a brief
summary and some possible future avenues for extensions
to DISSTANS.

2. Background
The list of scientific questions that can be addressed

with GNSS networks is long, and the list of approaches
that can be used is even longer. For plate motion, surface
deformation, and related fields, the key data are displace-
ment timeseries, i.e., the relative movement over time of a
receiver with respect to a defined reference frame. To obtain
these timeseries, processing centers start from raw receiver
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observables (time, pseudoranges, and phases) and take into
account a large number of physical processes (e.g., tro-
pospheric and ionospheric travel time delays, gravitational
effects, relativistic effects) to produce the best estimate of
true receiver position for any given sampling interval (e.g.,
daily or hourly).

With these displacement timeseries, geoscientists can
now interrogate the timeseries: Is the entire signal explained
by rigid or elastic plate motion? What are the causes for
shortterm or longterm transients? How can we use inter-,
co- and postseismic station velocities to constrain fault lock-
ing? These questions are usually addressed with geophysical
model inversions. Similarly, one might also want to identify
noise processes and their statistics (e.g., power-law noise
contributions). All of these questions, however, require the
decomposition of the timeseries into components that are the
direct effect of specific physical processes (e.g., hydrological
seasonal loading, earthquake offsets and transients, plate
motion), and a residual component which is the result of
noise processes and imperfect modeling.

In this study, we focus on this intermediate step, and
refer to it as simply timeseries analysis or timeseries de-
composition. Therefore, we will refer to the displacement
timeseries as produced by GNSS network processing centers
as the raw or input timeseries, and to the different timeseries
constituents as signals.
2.1. Approaches to Timeseries Analysis

We categorize timeseries analysis tools using three main
criteria.
Process-agnostic vs. process-aware

This first criterion aims to distinguish approaches that ei-
ther make a priori assumptions about the physical processes
affecting the data (expecting a certain structure in the data),
or alternatively, assume the least possible. For example,
fitting a model containing a complete set of basis functions
to a timeseries is, in its most generic form, process-agnostic,
but fitting a logarithmic decay function to a postseismic
transient assumes a specific tectonic process.

One of the major benefits of process-agnostic approaches
is that they will usually achieve the “best” fit to the observa-
tions — at least measured by the magnitude of the residuals,
since that is the main available optimization criterion for
such methods. However, over-reliance on the data and its
residuals makes these methods susceptible to “overfitting”;
i.e., interpreting noise as signal. Similarly, process-agnostic
methods have difficulties determining trade-offs between
different source processes, for example in the case of Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) when signals manifest in
multiple principal components, or a single principal com-
ponent mixes different signals. By contrast, process-aware
approaches might ignore parts of the observation if they
either (a) do not have an appropriate way of describing the
observation (e.g., an unmodeled, temporary offset caused by
a heavy snow cover on the antenna), or (b) try to fit a signal
with an inappropriate model (e.g., mapping postseismic
deformation into the coseismic one); as these approaches

naturally prefer a decomposition that follows the assumed
structural patterns.
Parametric vs. non-parametric

This second criterion assesses whether a code estimates
parameters (coefficients) for predetermined models to de-
compose the timeseries. The models can be as complex as
desired (high dimensionality, non-linear) — even machine
learning algorithms are parametric at their core. Exam-
ples for non-parametric decompositions are bandpass filters
or basis reprojections like Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). Note that this criterion ignores the impact of hy-
perparameters (e.g., regularization penalties, frequency win-
dows).

With non-parametric approaches, the assumptions, hy-
perparameters, and computational resources needed are min-
imal compared to model-based methods, thereby simplify-
ing the problem setup immensely. Furthermore, reducing
the influence of hyperparameters translates into a reduction
of possible sources of errors. On the other hand, paramet-
ric approaches enable a straightforward implementation of
the formal covariances between model parameters, and by
extension, uncertainties in the predicted timeseries. These
approaches can also deal naturally with data gaps. Crucially,
a parametric approach is necessary for process-aware stud-
ies, because non-parametric approaches have no inherent
knowledge about how to group different source processes
into components (see above).
Station- vs. network-level

An additional criterion acknowledges the role that spatial
information can play in the analysis process. For example,
if the same models are fit to every timeseries in a network,
regardless of where the stations are located, then the analysis
code is not aware of the spatial context. These local, station-
level solutions are therefore independent from another. If
one recognizes, however, that geophysical signals usually
have a spatially coherent signature (assuming sufficiently
dense networks), then we can and should incorporate that
understanding. For example, PCA makes use of the fact that
all stations in the network can potentially see the same source
signal (even though the network geometry is neglected).
Taking advantage of potential spatial structure is usually
advised, although the resulting code complexity and com-
putational costs can become a challenge.
2.2. Previous Work

Considering the diversity of possible approaches, the
selection of a certain approach (or the design of a hybrid
approach) depends on one’s goals and the available data.
Additional factors include the ease of software implementa-
tion, or possibilities to extend the methods to include ancil-
lary datasets (e.g., rainfall, earthquake catalogs, atmospheric
pressure). We review selected published work in the field
of timeseries analysis in the context of process-agnostic vs.
process-aware, parametric vs. non-parametric, and degree of
spatial awareness.
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Before high-quality station timeseries became ubiqui-
tous, the QOCA software (Dong et al., 1998) could be used
to combine “quasi-observations” (lightly-processed input
data from GPS, Electronic Distance Measurements, Satellite
Laser Ranging, or Very Long Baseline Interferometry) using
a Kalman filter approach. QOCA includes the popular mod-
ule analyze_tseri to estimate linear, episodic, and stochas-
tic motion of the different stations individually in a least-
squares-based, process-aware, and parametric framework.

With an increasing number of GNSS stations, more
GNSS constellations in general, and more precise under-
standing of the physical processes affecting GNSS position-
ing solutions, GNSS networks became common for monitor-
ing surface deformation. Today, the analysis tools developed
to produce GNSS displacement timeseries routinely also in-
clude simple timeseries analysis functionality. For example,
the current iterations of JPL’s GipsyX/RTGx (Bertiger et al.,
2020) and MIT’s GAMIT/GLOBK (Herring et al., 2018)
software both contain methods to estimate position, velocity,
seasonal variations, offsets1, and postseismic deformations2.
These Kalman-filter-based methods are parametric, process-
aware, but in contrast to QOCA, not spatially aware (for
computational reasons).

For regions where complex geophysical processes are
at play (such as near a volcano or in subduction zones),
more complex analysis is necessary to distinguish between
different processes. A common example is the impact of an
un unmodeled transient period on the estimated secular plate
velocity. In the following, we present a (non-exhaustive,
unordered) selection of tools that start from raw GNSS
displacement timeseries to analyze stations exhibiting more
complex behavior.

The Network Inversion Filter (NIF), first proposed
by Segall and Matthews (1997) and subsequently expanded
upon by a variety of studies (e.g., McGuire and Segall, 2003;
Bekaert et al., 2016), estimates slip rates on predetermined
fault structures from (GNSS or other) observations using
a Kalman filter. It is therefore process-aware, and because
slip on the modeled faults affect multiple stations, which
are jointly used to estimate the slip coefficients, it is also
spatially aware. The NIF estimates slip and therefore
transient displacement signals non-parametrically, but of
course the importance of the hyperparameters specifying
the fault geometry and the characteristics of fault slip in
time and space (e.g., smoothness) is significant.

The Median Interannual Difference Adjusted for Skew-
ness (MIDAS, Blewitt et al., 2016) algorithm explicitly
recognizes the importance of unmodeled steps and shortterm
transient deformation in the raw timeseries. Not being a tra-
ditional regression scheme, it uses the median of velocities
computed from data pairs separated by one year, providing a
degree of insensitivity to offsets, small data gaps, and annual
seasonal signals if the timeseries is sufficiently long. This
process-aware, station-level method is mostly defined by its
hyperparameters, although other parameters such as known

1Automatic detection only by GipsyX.
2Only GAMIT/GLOBK.

maintenance and earthquake offset times are used. It is
therefore a powerful, largely automated method to estimate
secular plate velocities, that does not attempt to extract non-
annual seasonal, transient, or decaying signals. MIDAS is
at the core of UNR’s Nevada Geodetic Laboratory openly-
accessible global GNSS timeseries repository (Blewitt et al.,
2018).

The Señales y Análisis de Ruido Interactivo (Interac-
tive Signal and Noise Analysis, SARI, Santamaría-Gómez,
2019) software performs process-aware, parametric, station-
level regression focusing on an interactive user interface.
Least squares or Kalman filtering is used to fit polynomial,
sinusoidal, exponential, logarithmic, and step models, allow-
ing for a detailed analysis of functional forms underlying
the timeseries. It also contains useful additional functional-
ity such as automatic discontinuity detection, periodogram
visualization, and noise characterization.

The Greedy Automatic Signal Decomposition (GrAtSiD,
Bedford and Bevis, 2018) algorithm is an iterative, station-
level method that focuses on detecting and modeling
transient signals in the timeseries. At each iteration, a
least-squares regression is performed that includes a linear
trend, sinusoidal oscillations, predefined steps, as well as a
selection of sparse, transient functions (“multitransients”).
Only multitransients that significantly improve the data
fit are kept for the next iteration, until a convergence
criteria is reached. GrAtSiD can therefore be classified as
a parametric approach, that is partly process-aware (for
the non-multitransient parts of the regression) and partly
process-agnostic (since the multitransients can have a variety
of shapes and are not tied to a particular physical source).

Note that while MIDAS, SARI, and GrAtSiD are ad-
vanced timeseries analysis tools, they are limited to station-
level model fit solutions, and cannot incorporate spatial
awareness.

An example for a non-parametric, process-agnostic, and
spatially-aware method to decompose timeseries is the vari-
ational Bayesian Independent Component Analysis (vbICA,
Gualandi et al., 2016), a modern iteration of basis reprojec-
tion algorithms particularly suitable for GNSS networks. Its
key distinction from traditional PCA/ICA is to recognize that
probability density functions for individual components are
generally not normally distributed by nature, and alleviates
this problem by using mixtures of Gaussians. vbICA there-
fore allows for a more accurate signal separation, as well as
a formal way to incorporate component uncertainties.

Finally, Riel et al. (2014) proposed a method that builds
on parametric, process-aware regularized regression and
adds a process-agnostic set of B-Spline functions to model
transients in a spatially-aware framework. DISSTANS builds
on this framework, which we describe in more detail in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

There are many other studies that have implemented or
adapted codes and methods for specific study regions or
purposes; an analysis and comparison of which would be
beyond the scope of this work.
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3. Code Overview
DISSTANS aims to build on advancements and best

practices of previous work, combining them all into a single
package that adheres to all standards of free, extensible,
shareable, and scalable software. In this section, we present
key properties and design choices made for the DISSTANS
package.

Incorporating process knowledge. Where knowledge
about physical processes affecting GNSS timeseries
is present (e.g., an inflating magma chamber), such
information can theoretically improve model fitting. It
is therefore desirable for timeseries analysis methods to
both include models that best represent known physical
processes, as well as methods that are flexible enough to
account for unmodeled, unknown processes. DISSTANS
allows for such a distinction by offering a range of process-
aware, as well as process-agnostic models (see Section 3.1
and Appendix A.2).

Spatial awareness. With GNSS networks becoming
more widespread — and more importantly, denser — we
should explicitly recognize that groups of nearby stations
subject to geophysical processes may experience similar
signals. If we only consider each station individually, we
may miss the opportunity to identify signals around the
noise floor. However, if many stations experience the same
signal (with different magnitudes), a joint estimation can
theoretically enhance the chance of its detection. Such a
method would thereby lower the effective signal-to-noise
ratio necessary for signal extraction. DISSTANS allows one
to take advantage of the available spatial information by
building on the spatiotemporal transient fitting algorithm
developed by Riel et al. (2014) (also see Section 3.2 and
Appendix A.3).

Scalability. In order to scale well with both the number
of stations, as well as the length of the observation record, it
is useful to parallelize the computationally demanding parts.
DISSTANS includes an option to parallelize the station-
level, least squares solutions, as well as the evaluation of the
predicted model timeseries including its full model covari-
ance matrix.

Uncertainty estimation. Given the possible complex-
ities of displacement timeseries, a proper interpretation of
signal decomposition results can only be made if the trade-
offs between and within models and east-north-up compo-
nents can be quantified. The full, formal model covariances
(specifically, between components, but also between mod-
els) can be estimated and propagated in the DISSTANS
workflow.

Step detection. One omnipresent challenge for re-
searchers when analyzing timeseries is the detection and
subsequent estimation (or equivalently, removal) of steps
in the data. Improper step removal can significantly affect
secular plate velocities as well as the character of GNSS
noise (e.g., Santamaría-Gómez and Ray, 2021; Blewitt
et al., 2016), but there is no fully-automated algorithm that
would remove the need for manual inspection (e.g., Gazeaux
et al., 2013) given our imperfect understanding of subsurface

structure and composition. Therefore, DISSTANS contains
semi-automated tools that aid the researcher to model all
relevant offsets: a step detector (similar to the one in GipsyX,
Bertiger et al., 2020), a visualization GUI to inspect the data
(see Appendix A.7), and loading functions for maintenance
records in multiple formats. DISSTANS also features both
an empirical (following Blewitt et al., 2016) and an elastic-
half-space-based method to determine whether or not to
allow a coseismic offsets to be estimated at any given station
and time.

Portability and extendability. As new GNSS networks
are implemented, and output formats of data processing cen-
ters change, the ability to easily incorporate these changes
is another desirable quality. DISSTANS separates the data
loading tasks from all other analysis steps, such that the
former can easily be updated without affecting the latter.
Furthermore, to enable the development and integration
of new approaches, DISSTANS is written as a modular,
extendable framework (in contrast to single-use collections
of scripts, see Appendices A.1 and A.4).

Documentation. A detailed documentation and anno-
tated code are crucial if the software is to be shared and
used by more than one person, and the public repository of
DISSTANS includes both.

A deeper look at the implementation of these features is
presented in the next subsections, as well as Appendix A.
3.1. Spline-Based Transient Modeling

To model transient signals in the displacement time-
series of unknown functional shape, DISSTANS includes
spline-based models. B-splines in particular are piecewise-
polynomial functions that, when constructed in a specific
manner, form a full basis for any polynomial function of a
given degree over the basis’ support. As introduced by Het-
land et al. (2012) for geophysical applications, sets of re-
peated, uniform B-splines (see Fig. A2 for a visualization)
of various timescales and center times can be used to ap-
proximate any given unknown transient signal of similar
timescales. The ability to approximate arbitrary functions
in a process-agnostic framework makes sets of splines use-
ful for timeseries decomposition where standard functions
(polynomials, sinusoids, exponential functions, etc.) cannot
capture the full breadth of the observations (e.g., aseismic
slow slip or volcanic expansion events). A more detailed
mathematical description of the available spline-based mod-
els in DISSTANS can be found in Appendix A.2.
3.2. Local and Spatial Regularization

Sets (or “dictionaries”) created by shifting and scaling
a single uniform B-spline are not linearly independent (see
Hetland et al., 2012), and therefore do not form a “proper”
basis in the mathematical sense. It follows that any sig-
nal decomposition using such sets is non-unique, which
can present numerical challenges during the least-squares
inversion process. These challenges can be overcome by
adding regularization to the solver. The most commonly used
regularization is based on the L2 (Euclidean) vector norm
‖⋅‖22, promoting solutions with smaller overall magnitudes.
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However, in the context of fitting transient signals that may
or may not be present in the timeseries, it is preferable that
the chosen regularization scheme yields sparse solutions,
i.e., spline coefficients should be driven to zero if there is
not sufficient evidence in the data to warrant usage of any
given spline in the overall model fit. L1-norm regularization
is such a sparsity-promoting regularization scheme: it penal-
izes the absolute magnitudes ‖⋅‖1 of the estimated parame-
ters, driving many parameters close to zero. L0-norm regu-
larization goes a step further by penalizing the existence ‖⋅‖0of a parameter, thereby either driving parameters to zero, or
not penalizing a parameter at all. This type of regularization
is therefore more suited for physical processes which occur
sporadically, are not ubiquitous, and have an “arbitrary”, but
significant, magnitude. All three regularization schemes are
implemented in DISSTANS (see Appendix A.3).

Riel et al. (2014) combined the potential of using dic-
tionary of splines with the benefits of L0 regularization.
Using the algorithm introduced by Candès et al. (2008),
they proposed a method to extend the regularization from
a timeseries at a single station (henceforth referred to as
local L0 regularization) to all the timeseries in a network of
stations (spatial L0 regularization). Their approach yields
spline-based fits whose estimated model coefficients are
sparse in time (i.e., for a single timeseries at one station)
and space: transient signals common to multiple stations are
decomposed using the same spline functions. An additional
benefit of a spatially-coherent set of splines is that it is
harder for the solver to fit local noise processes with splines
that would only be relevant at isolated stations and times.
DISSTANS builds on the method of Riel et al. (2014) (for
which the relevant source code is not published), extending
it in various ways (most notably, adding parallelization,
and improving the numerical stability). More details on the
implementation of the spatial L0 regularization can be found
in Appendix A.3.

4. Validation
We present two validation datasets and results. The

first, in Section 4.1, is a synthetic dataset of 16 stations
exhibiting some commonly seen patterns in GNSS network
timeseries. Using this synthetic network, we demonstrate
key capabilities of this code in estimating spatially-coherent
complex signals, all while being able to compare fitted
models to the true underlying timeseries. The second dataset,
in Section 4.2, is a collection of GNSS stations in the Long
Valley Caldera region in California, USA. Here, the main
goal is to recover the transient caldera inflation signal, and
discuss some subtleties when dealing with imperfect, real-
world data.
4.1. Synthetic Dataset

The code for this analysis, as well as additional discus-
sion, can be found in Tutorial 3 of the online documentation.

One of the main features of DISSTANS is its ability to
use spatial coherence as an additional source of information
and constraint. In general, signals like earthquakes, slow
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Figure 1: Map view of the synthetic network.

fault slip events, or seasonal loading are spatially correlated,
as the processes affecting each station have the same un-
derlying sources. By using this knowledge in combination
with the enforcement of sparsity, we can make sure that
the estimated models are consistent between stations. On
the flipside, processes that only affect a single station are
considered noise for the purposes of this study (e.g., antenna
maintenance or strongly localized displacements).
Setup

The synthetic dataset is comprised of 16 stations ran-
domly positioned on an elongated, rectangular grid (see
Fig. 1). Each two-component station is affected by a secular,
linear trend, one annual seasonal signal, an earthquake (with
both co- and postseismic components), two shortterm slow
slip events, one longterm transient, common mode error, and
measurement error (correlated between the components).
The linear trend, coseismic and postseismic signals are all
equal in direction and magnitude, whereas the seasonal
signal is random at each station. The three transients are
all equal in onset time, duration, and direction, but differ in
magnitude. Furthermore, one station (“Cylon”) experiences
significant powerlaw noise, and a different station is affected
by an unmodeled maintenance step. Lastly, the amplitudes of
the three transients decrease exponentially towards the east.

The processing follows a simplified version of the exam-
ple workflow presented in Appendix A.6. Because the data is
synthetic, no quality metrics need to be applied, nor are step
detection steps necessary. The fitting converges smoothly
onto the final solution (see Fig. S1). In the following, we
compare the results obtained using local and spatial L0
regularization to highlight the benefits of promoting spatial
coherence.
Results

Fig. 2 shows the north component of a representative
station. The inferred model fits the synthetic data well. A
small tradeoff can be observed between the secular and
transient models, although it should be noted that in real
world applications, such a conclusion is frequently difficult.
(A visualization of the full model parameter correlation
matrix can be found in Fig. S2.)

Fig. 3 shows the improvement from local to spatial L0
regularization in map view for all stations: the transient com-
ponents are smoother (therefore fitting less noise) and more
closely follow the true signal (shown in the background).
Importantly, the homogenous displacement field is obtained
without degrading the fit to the data (compare Fig. S3). This
is enabled by the spatial solver’s identification of the set
of splines that best describes the transient signal common
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Figure 3: Map view of the transient motion of the synthetic
network over the entire timespan. The top panel shows the
result without spatial regularization, the bottom one with.
Markers correspond to the position of a station relative to its
initial position, with colors corresponding to time. The white
background curves with black outlines are the true synthetic
transient, which is clearly better matched by the solution
incorporating spatial awareness.

to all stations (compare Fig. S4). To further validate our
claim that incorporating information from nearby stations
improves the quality of the resulting model fit, Section S.2
of the supplementary material explores the dependence of
the model error on the number of stations for a different
synthetic network.
4.2. Long Valley Caldera

The code for this analysis, as well as additional discus-
sion, can be found in Example 1 of the online documentation.

To validate DISSTANS with real data, we consider time-
series from the Long Valley Caldera (LVC) region in Califor-
nia, USA. Because of the geophysical interest into the mag-
matic, seismic, and hydrological processes at work there,
the LVC has been monitored by an ever-extending net-
work of GNSS stations since the late 1990s (e.g., Ji et al.,
2013; Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015; Silverii et al., 2020).
The displacement timeseries are complemented by detailed
maintenance and seismic catalogues, which are crucial for
determining the best set of steps to include in the fitting
process. In this example, the goals are threefold: (1) to
illustrate the example workflow proposed in Section A.6,
(2) to present the best-fit transient model to the periods of
unrest in the Long Valley Caldera, and (3) to showcase the
importance of allowing the seasonal signal models to vary
in amplitude over time. Any in-depth physical modeling of
the extracted signals is beyond the scope of this study.
Setup

The data and corresponding maintenance and seismic
events catalog are downloaded with DISSTANS-included
tools from the GNSS timeseries repository maintained by
the University of Nevada at Reno’s Nevada Geodetic Labo-
ratory (Blewitt et al., 2018). Only stations with a reliability
of over 50% and an observation record at least one year long
are considered, and outliers in each timeseries (more than
10 standard deviations away from the median) as well as the
common mode error are removed. With help of the available
maintenance catalog, we iteratively identify steps in the data.
This process is aided significantly by DISSTANS’s included
step detector and visualization routines. Finally, we compute
the spatiotemporal L0-regularized fit.
Transient Signals

The timespan between 2012 and 2015 (approximately)
is dominated by a significant expansion of the caldera’s
dome, as observed by both the GNSS network and
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) time-
series (Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015; Silverii et al.,
2020). Fig. 4 shows the horizontal component estimated
by DISSTANS in map view: the radial extension of the
network from the center of the dome is clearly visible.

Fig. 5 shows the extracted transient signal of selected
stations in and around the resurgent dome for the entirety of
the available data. Two periods of significant expansion can
clearly be distinguished: around 2002–2003, and from 2011–
2021. A smaller period of unrest can be seen throughout the
network between approximately 2008–2010, and the station
CASA allows us to see a period of extremely rapid expan-
sion around 1998. These results are comparable to Silverii
et al. (2020, Fig. S3a), where transients were recovered
using non-parametric multiyear filters, even though the di-
rections of maximum displacements are different. Crucially,
however, we did not enforce the secular long-term motion
to be zero during a specific timespan. As a result, many
stations appear to never reach a “steady-state” matching the
general plate motion, because the transient motion, even
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Figure 4: Modeled horizontal transient displacements of selected stations inside the Long Valley Caldera during the period between
2012 and 2015. The curves begin at the nominal location of each station, with the color of the markers corresponding to the
time. Background satellite imagery by Earthstar Geographics & Esri.

when regularized, is dominant for large parts of each time-
series. The a priori removal of a secular trend is easily done
with DISSTANS, and additionally, given the computation of
the full model parameter covariance matrix, the adjustment
could even be made analytically after the model fit.
Seasonal Signals

Traditional least-squares model fitting for GNSS time-
series usually either approximate the seasonal signal as hav-
ing a constant amplitude and phase over the entire timespan
considered (or piecewise within that timeseries) (e.g., Heflin
et al., 2020), or estimate a more accurate seasonal defor-
mation signal from filtering or component-analysis meth-
ods (e.g., Silverii et al., 2020). The two approaches are
usually acceptable, as either the resulting residual signals are
small enough not to affect any other significant model, or are
not prone to producing large seasonal residuals in the first
place (respectively). Given our transient modeling of even
small timescales (down to the order of less than 100 days),
our method does suffer from these seasonal residuals, as
annual rain- and snowfall can vary widely, especially in the
Sierra Nevada. In fact, because seasonal residual are highly
correlated between stations, they are not even removed by
our spatial L0 regularization. Modeling the seasonal signal

as the sum of both an unregularized, constant, nominal sig-
nal, and a simple, L1-regularized, station-specific deviation
model of the same nominal frequencies that is allowed to
vary amplitude (and by construction, instantaneous phase)
over time, the solver is once again able to separate seasonal
(i.e., periodic) signals from (aperiodic) transient motion
(see Appendix A.2). Different regularization penalties for
the horizontal and vertical components furthermore allow
to reflect the fact that horizontal observation precision is
usually much higher than in the vertical direction. One ex-
ample of the resulting seasonal fit in the vertical direction is
shown in Fig. 6. Variations in the amplitude, and sometimes
instantaneous phase, are clearly visible, which showcases
the importance of properly removing or estimating the full
seasonal signal at stations that are affected by major hydro-
logical processes. Fig. S6 shows the annual model’s vertical
amplitude and phase in map view, and Fig. S7 shows the
overall vertical seasonal signal for the stations in Fig. 5 for
the entire timespan.

5. Discussion
The choice to incorporate process-agnostic, spatial

awareness into the timeseries decomposition problem by
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means of a parametric, spline-based model that requires
regularization and iteration may possibly appear odd — after
all, vbICA and comparable methods already have an inherent
sense of space. However, even though basis decompositions
have a spatial component, the geometry of the network is
neglected (e.g., relative distance between stations). Network
geometry and extent become relevant when networks are
large, and some signals are spatially confined: different
processes at different locations may be mapped into the same
component, complicating its interpretation. Furthermore,
in order to obtain a clean decomposition using vbICA or
similar methods, maintenance and earthquake coseismic
offsets still have to be removed ahead of time, as well as
the linear secular trends. Therefore, not only do these non-
parametric decomposition approaches require a significant
amount of preprocessing in the first place, the separation
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Figure 6:Modeled seasonal vertical displacement timeseries for
station P647 (see Fig. 4 for location). Blue and orange lines
correspond to the annual and biannual signals, respectively,
and the black line is their sum. The deviation component only
includes the annual frequency.

of preprocessing and actual decomposition precludes a
straightforward way to quantify the covariance between
the constituents. Using parametric models that are both
process-aware (such as secular, seasonal, and maintenance
offset models) and process-agnostic (using a dictionary of
splines for transients and seasonal variations), by contrast,
offers this correlation by design, while the spatial L0
regularization accomplishes the goals for sparsity and spatial
awareness. Lastly, we note that DISSTANS can still be used
for purely data management and preprocessing purposes,
and may therefore still be of value to studies relying on
basis decompositions — in fact, PCA/ICA is included in
DISSTANS for the common mode removal.

Another benefit of using a parametric approach for this
study is the potential to include prior knowledge beyond
the preprocessing steps. Incorporating such knowledge is
already partly possible through the very definition of the
models (e.g., inserting a postseismic displacement model
after a large earthquake), but least-squares-based methods
such as the one used by DISSTANS also allow analytic
inclusion of a priori model parameter knowledge, which may
be added in future versions.

We omit a detailed look here at hyperparameters (e.g.,
regularization penalties, the number of iterations), as dif-
fering scientific goals, as well as different underlying data,
have a large impact on what the “best” choice is, and general
assertions are therefore not possible. The code presented
here therefore does not relieve the user of the task of find-
ing the best set of parameter for their data and problem
formulation, although DISSTANS’s online documentation
does include the specific choices for the cases presented in
the previous section (based on both analytic and empirical
considerations) and may provide a good starting point.

An important caveat of using a fixed dictionary of splines
for the modeling of transient signals is that such fits are not
phase-invariant. Not accounting for phase invariance means
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that processes that move both in space and time (e.g., slow
slip events in Cascadia) are “discretized” by the onset times
of individual splines, and that multiple splines (of possibly
different periods) are necessary to capture a potentially
simple signal moving in time. Failing to account for different
onset times throughout the network could negatively impact
the quality of fit, as well as reduce the sparsity of the
solution. However, experience shows that phase invariance
is not as crucial as it may seem: First, observation noise
makes exact onset times of transient signals hard to deter-
mine, and simultaneously allows the solver to fit splines that
are adjacent in time when the “best” onset time would be
somewhere in between the splines’ onset times. Second, if
the problem persists, more splines of different periods or new
onset times can be easily inserted into the models (with the
main drawback being higher computational costs). In neither
the synthetic nor real validation datasets presented here
did the splines’ periods or onset times have to be adjusted
from an initial, default configuration to obtain a high-quality
decomposition solution.

While DISSTANS includes the estimation of the formal
covariance matrix between parameters and components in a
least-squares sense, it is not a fully probabilistic or Bayesian
method. However, since the necessary data to perform a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) calculation, for exam-
ple, is chiefly the forward model (i.e., the mapping matrix
from model parameters to fitted timeseries, which is a core
part of DISSTANS’s computations), a future extension to
include probabilistic methods is viable. In these cases, the
standard spatial-L0-regularized solution could be used for
the problem initialization.

Probabilistic methods may also be useful when extend-
ing the solution process to include nonlinear models —
currently, only models linear in their coefficients are possi-
ble. Alternatively, nonlinear least squares (i.e., iterative least
squares linearized about a prior) may provide useful enough
to incorporate into future versions of the code. However,
the necessity for nonlinear models has so far been limited
(especially beyond what an overcomplete dictionary of basis
functions could accommodate).

Finally, DISSTANS’s computation and parallelization
are CPU-based because of its relative simplicity of imple-
mentation thanks to Python’s core modules. GPU subrou-
tines, as well as parallelization based on arrays of GPUs,
will warrant a closer look in the future to assess possible
performance upgrades. Indeed, in the core computational
step when performing a local L0-regularized fit, CUDA-
based algorithms may already provide a speed-up of about
an order of magnitude (Schubiger et al., 2020, Fig. 2).

6. Conclusion
Displacement timeseries of regional GNSS networks

have been used for over two decades now to monitor surface
deformation, plate motion, as well as transient signals such
as hydrological loading or aseismic slip events. A crucial
step in these analyses is the decomposition of the input

(raw) timeseries into its constituents: (assumed) linear plate
motion, periodic seasonal variations, step offsets due to
earthquakes, etc. As networks continue to grow in number
and size, so does the need for software that aides researchers
in efficiently analyzing timeseries. We aim to combine the
accomplishments of previously published methods into a
single, generic, open-source code. The DISSTANS Python
package includes the following key features: (1) incorpo-
ration of spatial information through the use of a spatial
L0-regularized least-squares solver, (2) CPU-based paral-
lelization to provide scalability for large networks, (3) formal
uncertainty quantification with covariance matrices between
components and models, (4) a suite of supporting tools
including timeseries files data management, common mode
estimation, and simple, automated step detection, as well
as (5) visualization methods to accelerate data and model
inspection by the user.

Validation with synthetic GNSS network timeseries
shows the beneficial effect of fitting transient signals with
the spatial, L0-regularized solver: transients in the data
are fit sparsely both in time and space, and are able to
recover the true underlying motion better than comparable
solutions without spatial awareness. An analysis of GNSS
displacement timeseries from the Long Valley Caldera
region in the Sierra Nevada, California, USA furthermore
demonstrates the viability of our approach using real-world
data, jointly estimating a number of models including
step offset, secular long-term motion, transient signals, as
well as time-varying seasonal displacements. Finally, some
avenues of future improvements to the code, including GPU
utilization and the adaptation for probabilistic methods, are
presented.

Computer Code Availability
DISSTANS is available at https://github.com/tobiscode/

disstans under the GPL-3.0 License.
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A. Implementation Details
DISSTANS is written in Python, and we assume the
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reported results obtained with DISSTANS, we here focus on
presenting the structure and methodology of the package,
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Timeseries dataframe, src, data_unit,
time, data, vars, covs,

length, reliability, num_components

Model 1
parameters,
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time_unit
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time_unit
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...
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Figure A1: Code structure of DISSTANS, explained in detail in Appendix A.1.

with little to no actual sample code. For sample code, please
refer to the package documentation. The following type-
setting will be used for clarity: classes are capitalized and
typeset in bold monospace font (e.g., Station) and attributes,
properties, variables, methods, functions as well as general
code are typeset in regular monospace font (e.g., paramete
rs or import disstans) with callables (e.g., functions and
methods) additionally being trailed with parentheses (e.g.,
get_mapping()).
A.1. Structure

Fig. A1 present the modular structure of DISSTANS.
The highest level of abstraction is the Network class, which
serves three main purposes. First, for each station in the
network, it contains a Station object in its stations dic-
tionary attribute, which enables straightforward access. Its
second use is to provide a suite of convenience methods
that perform a certain task for each station. Without paral-
lelization enabled, their only advantage is that a user does
not have to write explicit for-loops, but crucially, Network

methods also implement an automatic switch to parallelized
execution using Python’s multiprocessing.pool module if
the configuration is set accordingly. Finally, the Network class
contains methods that interface with all stations simultane-
ously; for example, the graphical user interface gui() and
other plotting functions (more details about visualization
methods in Appendix A.7). Plotting functions are based on
the standard Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) and Cartopy (Met
Office, 2021) packages.

One level down in the hierarchy is the Station class.
Apart from storing the metadata information name and locat

ion, it is the container object for all datasets being assigned
to the station; for example, raw or post-processed GNSS
displacement timeseries (e.g., Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 in
Fig. A1). A network can contain multiple stations, and each
station can contain multiple datasets, but not all datasets have
to be present at all stations. The Station class also provides
functions that directly work on contained timeseries, such as
analyze_residuals().

On the third level, for each dataset, a station contains
three key elements: the actual data (in the Timeseries object,
stored in the Station.timeseries dictionary), the associated
models (as a ModelCollection object containing the individ-
ual Model objects, stored in the Station.models dictionary),
and any fits to the data based on model evaluations (as a
dictionary of Timeseries objects, one for each model, plus
one for all models jointly, all stored in the Station.fits

FitCollection object). Using the methods provided by the
Station class ensures that whenever a new dataset is added
(or removed), all three elements are initialized (or deleted)
appropriately. While this separation might appear somewhat
confusing, it is necessary to enable easy and legible access to
individual objects while preserving the flexibility of real-life
applications. For example, a Timeseries object is physically
independent of whatever model one wants to apply to it,
and therefore the code should reflect this (i.e., the Timese

ries object should not change when a model is added or
removed, or when an individual model is evaluated to yield
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a prediction). The separation into data, models, and fits also
allows for the same dataset to easily have different models at
different stations, or multiple models of the same class (e.g.,
two sets of step functions, one for maintenance and one for
earthquake-induced steps). Lastly, using the Timeseries class
also for fits (i.e., model-predicted timeseries) allows for the
efficient re-use of practical Timeseries methods such as file
storage or mathematical operations.

On the lowest level, the Model and Timeseries objects
store their data using standard NumPy arrays (Harris et al.,
2020) and pandas DataFrames (McKinney, 2010; The pan-
das development team, 2021), respectively, enabling seam-
less integration with existing Python-based workflows.

The open-source nature of the code, along with a de-
fined hierarchical, object-oriented structure, allows for easy
adaption and extension by the user through subclassing. For
example, storing additional station metadata such as antenna
information can easily be implemented by creating a Python
class inheriting from the Station class and extending the ini-
tialization function to accept additional instance variables.
Another example is the implementation of new user-defined
models by subclassing Model which then seamlessly integrate
into the rest of DISSTANS’s workflow. Finally, loading
timeseries data from a custom data format can be integrated
into DISSTANS by subclassing the Timeseries class. In fact,
all of the included models (see below) and timeseries file
formats are subclasses of Model and Timeseries, respectively,
and can be used as examples by users wishing to extend the
code functionality.
A.2. Models

DISSTANS uses a linear combination of parametric
models. Parametric models linear in their coefficients (i.e.,
not necessarily composed of linear functions) allow both
simple unregularized as well as more complex L2, L1 or L0
regularized least squares fitting (more detail about regular-
ization schemes in Appendix A.3). Furthermore, estimating
multiple models jointly is straightforward as their influences
just get summed, and the mapping (or design) matrix is sim-
ply a horizontal stack of all the models’ individual mapping
matrices (everything automatically done by the ModelColle

ction class). Lastly, the formal estimated model parameter
covariance matrix can usually be estimated in a closed-form
way.

The individual Model classes included in DISSTANS can
be separated into basic and spline models. All models can
be used with one or multiple data components. The basic
models included in the package are: Polynomial, Step, Sinu
soid, Logarithmic, Exponential, HyperbolicTangent and Arc

tangent. They have in common that they either just have a
single function (e.g., the logarithm), or that their functions
form orthogonal bases within their class (e.g., polynomials).
The spline modeling in BSpline or ISpline model is based
on Hetland et al. (2012); Riel et al. (2014) and contains
multiple cardinal B- or integrated-B-splines (respectively) of
the same timescale and order but with different center times.
The SplineSet combines several BSpline or ISpline models

of different timescales into one large collection, forming
a linearly-dependent (overcomplete) spanning set able to
approximate arbitrary functions. The AmpPhModulatedSinus

oid estimates a sinusoid of a given nominal frequency, but
allows the instantaneous amplitude and phase to vary. Time-
varying properties are enabled by modeling the linear sine
and cosine coefficients of the sinusoid as being defined by a
linearly-independent set of B-Spline basis functions over the
given time interval. Since there is an infinite number of ways
to fit a given input signal with spline models, some form of
regularization is necessary to gain a meaningful result.
A.2.1. Joint Mathematical Formulation

In DISSTANS, the joint mathematical formulation 𝑔(𝑡)
is the sum of all num_models individual models contained in
a ModelCollection. Each individual model 𝑔Model (described
by Model objects) can again be a linear superposition of
spanning functions 𝑔𝑗 and corresponding coefficients 𝑚𝑗 :

𝑔(𝑡) =
∑

𝑔Model(𝑡) =
num_parameters

∑

𝑗=1
𝑚𝑗𝑔𝑗(𝑡) (1)

Here, num_parameters is the total number of all individual
spanning functions, and therefore also the number of all
coefficients to be estimated. The basic models included in
DISSTANS are:

𝑔Arctangent(𝑡) = 𝑚′
( 1
𝜋
arctan

( 𝑡
𝜏

)

+ 0.5
)

(2a)
𝑔Exponential(𝑡) = 𝑚′

(

1 − exp
(

− 𝑡
𝜏

))

(2b)
𝑔HyperbolicTangent(𝑡) = 𝑚′

(1
2
tanh

( 𝑡
𝜏

)

+ 0.5
)

(2c)
𝑔Logarithmic(𝑡) = 𝑚′ log

(

1 + 𝑡
𝜏

)

(2d)
𝑔Polynomial(𝑡) =

∑

𝑙
𝑚′
𝑙𝑡
𝑙 (2e)

𝑔Step(𝑡) =
∑

𝑙
𝑚′
𝑙𝐻

(

𝑡 − 𝑡step
𝑙

)

(2f)

𝑔Sinusoid(𝑡) = 𝑚′
0 cos (𝜔𝑡) + 𝑚′

1 sin (𝜔𝑡) (2g)
where all 𝑚′ are just stand-ins for the overall set of 𝑚𝑗 , the 𝜏
can of course vary between models, the 𝑡step

𝑙 are step times,
and 𝐻(𝑡) is the Heaviside function.

While the models are continuous in time 𝑡, timeseries
analysis inherently works on discrete observations 𝑑𝑖 at
times 𝑡𝑖. Using matrix notation, the least squares problem
can be formulated as follows:

𝐝 = 𝐆𝐦 + 𝜖 (3)
Where

𝐝 =
(

𝑑𝑖
)

∈ ℝnum_observations × 1 (4a)
𝐆 =

(

𝐺𝑖,𝑗
)

∈ ℝnum_observations × num_parameters (4b)
=
(

𝑔𝑗
(

𝑡𝑖
))

∈ ℝnum_observations × num_parameters (4c)
𝐦 =

(

𝑚𝑗
)

∈ ℝnum_parameters × 1 (4d)
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Figure A2: Example of BSpline (left) and ISpline (right) spline functions for a single timescale and order at seven di�erent center
times. Each curve on the right is the integral of the curve on the left of the same color.

and 𝜖 ∈ ℝnum_observations × 1 is the column vector of residu-
als. All solvers start from this formulation to find the best
set of 𝑚𝑗 that minimizes a given cost function dependent
on 𝜖 (potentially including regularization criteria, see Ap-
pendix A.3). The choice of the data misfit loss function
implicitly defines the assumed distribution from which 𝜖 is
drawn (e.g., a Normal distribution in the case of unregu-
larized least squares). In DISSTANS, the mapping (design)
matrices 𝐆 are computed by the get_mapping() methods, 𝐝 is
represented by Timeseries objects, and 𝐦 is returned by the
solver in Solution objects and added to each Model object.

In the following two subsections, we go more into the
details of the spline-based models.
A.2.2. Linearly Dependent, Overcomplete Dictionary

of Splines: SplineSet
We start with the formulation of a single cardinal B-

spline basis function (spline function) of reference time 𝑡ref.“Normalized” timestamps 𝑡′ can be calculated as follows:

𝑡′ =
𝑡 − 𝑡ref

𝜌
(5)

By default, this single spline function is then shifted to
multiple center times by using its timescale 𝜌, leading to
different normalized timevectors for each spline function:

𝑡′𝑗 =

(

𝑡 − 𝑡ref
)

− 𝑗 ⋅ 𝜌
𝜌

(6)

(Here, 𝑗 = 0… num_splines only considers the spline func-
tions.)

To create the spline functions of a certain degree 𝑝
(with order 𝑛 = 𝑝 + 1), we can then use the following
relation (Butzer et al., 1988; Schoenberg, 1973):

𝑔𝑗(𝑡′𝑗) =
𝑛
∑

𝑘=0

(−1)𝑘

𝑝!
⋅
(

𝑛
𝑘

)

⋅
(

𝑡′𝑗 +
𝑛
2
− 𝑘

)𝑝 (7)

This is the model represented by BSpline. Based on Riel
et al. (2014), this study uses the integrated form of this spline

function to represent transients. Its mathematical represen-
tation is:

𝑔𝑗(𝑡′𝑗) =
𝑛
∑

𝑘=0

(−1)𝑘

(𝑝 + 1)!
⋅
(

𝑛
𝑘

)

⋅
(

𝑡′𝑗 +
𝑛
2
− 𝑘

)𝑝+1 (8)

The final spline model (a single BSpline or ISpline object)
over all the available center times is therefore

𝑔{B,I}Spline(𝑡) =
num_splines

∑

𝑗=0
𝑚𝑗𝑔𝑗(𝑡) (9)

This model can then be repeated again for different
timescales 𝜌, which is the purpose of the SplineSet class.
Fig. A2 shows example spline functions.
A.2.3. Linearly Independent Spline Basis for

Time-varying Sinusoids: AmpPhModulatedSinusoid
The simple Sinusoid class models a seasonal signal,

given a certain frequency 𝜔, as the linear combination of
a sine and cosine combination, allowing to estimate both
phase 𝜙 and amplitude 𝐴 as a linear problem:
𝑔Sinusoid(𝑡) = 𝐴 cos (𝜔𝑡 − 𝜙) = 𝑎 cos (𝜔𝑡)+𝑏 sin (𝜔𝑡) (10)

If we want to allow the overall amplitude 𝐴 to change over
time, we can extend the definition of 𝑎 (and similarly, 𝑏):

𝑎 → 𝑎(𝑡) = �̄� + Δ𝑎(𝑡) (11)
To keep the problem linear, we can use a spline representa-
tion for Δ𝑎(𝑡),Δ𝑏(𝑡):

𝑎(𝑡) = �̄� +
∑

𝑗
𝑎𝑗ℎ𝑗(𝑡) (12)

Where the 𝑎𝑗 (and respectively, 𝑏𝑗) are the parameters 𝑚𝑗 to
estimate, and ℎ𝑗 are the spline basis functions (more on ℎ𝑗below). Expanding 𝑔Sinusoid(𝑡) with the extended definition
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Figure A3: Visualization of the intermediate functions used by AmpPhModulatedSinusoid. The spline basis functions ℎ𝑗 over the
considered time interval are in the left panel. Multiplying the spline functions with the cosine and sine of a given period then
yields the modulated cosines and sines in the center and right panel, respectively.

leads to a natural separation of components:
𝑎(𝑡) cos (𝜔𝑡) + 𝑏(𝑡) sin (𝜔𝑡)

= (�̄� + Δ𝑎(𝑡)) cos (𝜔𝑡)
+
(

�̄� + Δ𝑏(𝑡)
)

sin (𝜔𝑡)
=

(

�̄� cos (𝜔𝑡) + �̄� sin (𝜔𝑡)
)

+ (Δ𝑎(𝑡) cos (𝜔𝑡) + Δ𝑏(𝑡) sin (𝜔𝑡))
=

(

�̄� cos (𝜔𝑡) + �̄� sin (𝜔𝑡)
)

+
∑

𝑗

(

𝑎𝑗ℎ𝑗(𝑡) cos (𝜔𝑡) + 𝑏𝑗ℎ𝑗(𝑡) sin (𝜔𝑡)
)

= 𝑔Sinusoid(𝑡) + 𝑔AmpPhModulatedSinusoid(𝑡)

(13)

Here, the first term represents the nominal component, and
the second term the deviation component. In DISSTANS,
the terms correspond to the Sinusoid and AmpPhModulatedSin

usoid, respectively.
Note that the ℎ𝑗 are not the same as for the dictionary

of splines defined above. The dictionary is comprised of a
single (cardinal) spline, that is of a defined length scale (i.e.,
period), and centered at specified timestamps. Here, for Am

pPhModulatedSinusoid, we do not need the spline to be the
same one shifted and scaled, instead we can default to the
more general notion of B-Splines: the one of a complete
basis for polynomials of a given degree on a given interval.
Furthermore, this relaxation allows us to use SciPy’s basis
function implementation directly (Virtanen et al., 2020).
Fig. A3 shows an example set of spline basis functions ℎ𝑗 , as
well as the resulting modulated cosine and sine terms used
as the spanning functions for AmpPhModulatedSinusoid.

Although it is not strictly necessary to include �̄� and
�̄� explicitly in 𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑏(𝑡) (splines can also represent any
constant function), the separation is useful because it allows
a regularized solver to not penalize the nominal component.

A.3. Solver Functions
The provided solver functions are least squares (therefore

parametric) solvers, with varying degrees of added complex-
ity. They each

1. Build the mapping and observation matrices for a
given Timeseries object of observations and Model

Collection object (𝐆 and 𝐝, respectively, see Ap-
pendix A.2),

2. Divide the solution process into independent sub-
problems if there is no data component covariance
(decreasing the computational burden),

3. Call a lower-level solver to minimize the cost function
‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 (potentially subject to regularization),

4. Optionally calculate the formal model parameter co-
variance matrix 𝐂𝑚, and

5. Return a Solution object (containing the best-fitting
𝐦).

To prevent convergence or numerical issues, the solvers
and the Solution class keep track of model parameters that
cannot be estimated (because they are not observable given
the timespan of the observations) or should not be estimated
(useful, for example, if some splines in a SplineSet are as-
sumed to be zero). The regularized solvers additionally keep
track of which model’s parameters should be regularized,
allowing for a flexible regularization approach.

The first, most basic solver function is linear_regressio

n(), which essentially just provides the above-mentioned fea-
tures as a wrapper to the least squares routine in SciPy (Vir-
tanen et al., 2020). It can therefore be regarded as a minimal
code example for new, user-defined solvers. The cost func-
tion to be minimized is:

‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 (14)
and the posterior covariance matrix 𝐂𝑚 given the data co-
variance matrix 𝐂𝑑 is

𝐂𝑚 =
(

𝐆𝑇𝐂−1
𝑑 𝐆

)𝑔 (15)
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where 𝑔 is the generalized pseudo-inverse.
The second provided solver, ridge_regression(), adds

L2 regularization, and also relies on the least squares routine
in SciPy. It minimizes the cost function

‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 + 𝜆‖𝐦reg‖22 (16)
where 𝜆 is a chosen regularization penalty hyperparameter,
and 𝐦reg is the subset of 𝐦 that should be regularized.
The posterior covariance matrix takes the regularization into
account:

𝐂𝑚 =
(

𝐆𝑇𝐂−1
𝑑 𝐆 + 𝜆𝐈reg

)𝑔 (17)
The third solver, lasso_regression(), uses CVXPY (Di-

amond and Boyd, 2016; Agrawal et al., 2018) to provide
L1 and, by means of weighted iterations, station-specific L0
regularization (Candès et al., 2008). In its basic form, the
solver minimizes

‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 + 𝜆‖𝐦reg‖1 (18)
By defining a reweighting function and iterating on the L1-
regularized solution, the lasso_regression() solver approx-
imates the solution for the L0-regularized 3 least-squares
problem, minimizing

‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 + ‖𝐦reg‖0 (19)
Because the result of an L0-regularized solution is approxi-
mately the same as if an unregularized problem was solved
with only a subset of model parameters to be estimated,
the posterior covariance matrix for lasso_regression() is
the same as for linear_regression(), but setting to zero
the covariances which were not estimated. An appropriate
threshold needs to be set such that the algorithm can dis-
tinguish between insignificant and significant parameters.
Thresholds are not hard cut-offs, but rather are defined
within the context of ReweightingFunction objects. While the
appropriate choice of functions and scales will vary between
applications, a good (empirical) starting point are functions
whose penalties close to an input value of zero are of a
similar order of magnitude of the data being fitted.

The Network.spatialfit() method extends the possibil-
ities of station-specific L0 regularization to also take into
account the weights of a given model at nearby stations.
The approach implemented here follows Riel et al. (2014)
closely, with the goal to identify signals close to the noise
floor, suppress local noise, and promote sparse models in
both time and space. A visual summary of the method is
given in Fig. A4. DISSTANS is able to perform the station-
specific fits in parallel, resulting in a large runtime improve-
ment. Lastly, Network.spatialfit() can also minimize the
jointly L1- and L0-regularized problem:

‖𝐆𝐦 − 𝐝‖22 + 𝜆‖𝐦reg,L1‖1 + ‖𝐦reg,L0‖0 (20)
3Here, we use the definition of Candès et al. (2008): ‖𝐱‖0 =

|{𝑖 ∶ 𝑥𝑖 ≠ 0}|, i.e., the number of non-zero elements.

Parameters &
weights

L1 solution

Reweighting

L0 station solution

Parameters &
weights

L1 solution

Reweighting

L0 station solution

Neighborhood-based
spatial median of weights

L0 network solution

...

Figure A4: Flowchart of the spatiotemporal L0-regularized
solver as described in Riel et al. (2014). Symbols and colors
from Fig. A5. At each station, an L1-regularized least-squares
�t is computed, where each parameter has an associated
weight. The weight is inversely correlated to the parameter
magnitude. Parameters close to zero are iteratively penalized,
whereas signi�cant parameters have their penalty gradually
reduced to zero. Iterated L1 regularization e�ectively approx-
imates an L0-regularized solution (see Candès et al., 2008).
By combining the weights between stations with a median in
an intermediate step, parameters that are signi�cant at other
nearby stations as well are promoted, and parameters that are
insigni�cant are demoted.

A.4. Data Formats
All timeseries datasets are stored as objects of Timeseries

subclasses. The Timeseries parent class defines an internal
data structure that all further processing done by DISSTANS
methods of all levels rely on. It also implements properties
such as the calculation of a timeseries length or reliability,
the possibilty to use Python’s in-built mathematical oper-
ators to create new timeseries, and convenience functions
such as cutting the timeseries or building covariance matri-
ces at a particular timestep.

Subclasses, in turn, define how any particular input
file gets loaded to match the common structure. The two
provided subclasses are GipsyTimeseries (for JPL’s GipsyX
.tseries files) and UNRTimeseries (for UNR’s .tenv3 files).
User-defined classes can easily be created by adhering to
the format of the two existing subclasses, and checking the
documentation of Timeseries.
A.5. Synthetic Data

The creation of synthetic data is another feature directly
integrated into DISSTANS. Each Model and ModelCollec

tion object has the two methods read_parameters() and
evaluate(), which integrate into existing Python workflow
by accepting and returning (respectively) NumPy arrays. A
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Figure A5: Example work�ow for using DISSTANS, explained in detail in Appendix A.6. Blue rectangles represent single
computational steps, orange rectangles with cut corners represent sub-work�ows discussed in more detail elsewhere, and green,
rounded rectangles represent datasets at their di�erent stages of processing. The numbered steps in the text correspond to the
numbering in the top left corners of the rectangles.

typical workflow to generate datasets therefore is to instan-
tiate Model objects (e.g., a polynomial of a certain order),
define and read in the parameters of the model, and finally
evaluate the individual models (or a ModelCollection con-
taining the individual ones). If the data is then to be used
within DISSTANS, a simple Timeseries constructor exists
for NumPy arrays, otherwise one can use the regular NumPy
methods for exporting the data.
A.6. Example Workflow

Even though DISSTANS is modular and therefore highly
flexible, we propose the workflow presented in Fig. A5 for
the following real-world example and as a general starting
point for timeseries analysis with DISSTANS.

The first step is the acquisition and preparation of the raw
input datasets: in this case, GNSS network station displace-
ment timeseries (and, if available, associated maintenance

and seismic catalogs). Applying quality metrics such as
requiring a minimum number of observations or station
reliability (through their respective Timeseries attributes
num_observations and reliability) ensures that the fitting
process is not hindered by bad data.

We view the second step as a “preprocessing” one, where
we identify and remove statistical outliers and the common
mode error (see Dong et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2012) from
the observations (see Fig. A6 for more detail). The relevant
functions are median(), clean() and common_mode(), which
are called on the entire network (respecting parallelization)
through the Network methods call_func_ts_return() and
call_func_no_return(). The common mode is an error that
is systematic for the entire network and exists even if all
geophysical processes have been estimated and removed
perfectly, as it is the result of the imperfections during
the production of the raw input displacement timeseries in
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Figure A6: Preprocessing sub-work�ow, following the same
symbolic and coloring as Fig. A5 (step 2), with rose circles
representing mathematical operations. First, a running median
of the input is calculated, which results in a lowpass �ltered
timeseries. The variance of the input around the lowpass
timeseries is used to detect outliers. Removing them from
the input yields the outlier-free input. Without common mode
estimation, this is also the �nal output. To remove the common
mode, the di�erence between the lowpassed input and the
outlier-free input is calculated, which yields an outlier-free,
highpassed input. The dominant component of this timeseries
is the best estimate of the common mode error. Removing
this from the outlier-free input yields the outlier-free, common-
mode-removed output.

the first place. It manifests itself as a high-frequency noise
realization that should be estimated independently of model
fits (which could create additional systematic errors). To
estimate the common mode error (e.g., using PCA/ICA), we
first remove empirically all the potentially interesting, low-
frequency signal using a running median. A median filter,
compared to general high-pass filtering, has the benefit of
being more robust when handling large steps in the data
(which are of course omnipresent before any step removal
is performed). Outlier removal is performed on the residual
between low-pass and input signal, based on the residual’s
variance.

The biggest obstacle for model fitting are offsets (or
steps) in the data. Left unaccounted for, they will influence
every other model component (e.g., the secular plate ve-
locity). While big jumps in the data can easily be spotted
by comparing a measurement with the variance around the
mean of previous observations, smaller offsets that are either
below or similar to the data variance, and/or are accompa-
nied by transient motion, are more challenging to detect.
Ideally, all occuring offsets are known in advance based on
ancillary catalogs, and could be categorized into equipment
changes and physical processes.

Maintenance events (e.g., antenna replacements, soft-
ware changes, receiver upgrades) usually are well-recorded
and accessible. Functions like parse_maintenance_table()

and parse_unr_steps() are useful for these purposes. How-
ever, not all maintenance events automatically have a visible
effect in the data, and therefore there are “grey zones”
where the addition of a modeled step may be more harmful
than beneficial. In these cases, we can perform an iterative
process between fitting larger signals, and then checking
again for evidence of smaller offsets.

A similar case can be made for the presence of coseismic
displacements. Large, nearby earthquakes produce offsets
that can be predicted from seismic catalogs and simple
forward modeling of the expected displacement at any given
station. (The earthquakes module provides this functionality
in DISSTANS.) However, smaller events might not nec-
essarily warrant an additional modeled step, and very fast
transients would be better fit by transient models. Therefore,
we recommend an iterative approach here as well.

The next steps in the proposed workflow are therefore
iterations of step-detection and model-fitting. In the third
step, an unregularized least-squares fit with only a poly-
nomial and some sinusoidal models is performed at each
station individually. Using the StepDetector class, extremely
prominent offsets in the data are well resolved, and are added
to a list of offsets to be fit (with the Step model class).

In the fourth step, using the initial simple models, the
defined list of offsets, and a SplineSet dictionary of longterm
transient splines, another unregularized least-squares fit is
computed. Together with external maintenance and seismic
catalogs, a second run of the StepDetector then aims to
identify smaller steps that are to be estimated.

For the fifth step of the proposed workflow, the spatialfi

t() method is used to perform a network-wide, spatiotempo-
ral, L0-regularized fit using the aforementioned polynomial,
sinusoidal, and step models, as well as an expanded spline
dictionary that includes also shorter-term transients. (Only
the spline parameters are included in the regularization
process, although this setting can be changed.) The definition
of an appropriate ReweightingFunction is necessary to ensure
a sparse, yet well-fitting solution. When seasonal effects are
found to be strongly varying, allowing the seasonal signal
to vary amplitude over time (using AmpPhModulatedSinusoid

models), can also greatly improve the fit to all other models.
The final (as well as all intermediate) results are therefore

a set of model parameters, in each data component, together
with a complete parameter covariance matrix (if desired).
They can be evaluated at all stages to yield the overall model-
predicted timeseries (including its predicted uncertainty), as
well as the individual model contributions. The residuals
can always be computed using the Network.math() methods
and analyzed using the Network.gui() method to assure no
systematic misfit is present.

There are many variations to this example workflow.
For example, one might already start the first unregular-
ized least-squares computation with some predefined, well-
known steps modeled or removed. Or, one might want to add
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a cleaning postprocessing stage at the end, or have a user-
defined process act on the data between steps. Because of its
modular and standard-Python architecture, this is all easily
implemented with DISSTANS.
A.7. Visualization

Because the raw data contained within Timeseries ob-
jects are standard pandas DataFrames, they can be plotted
using standard Matplotlib code using their Timeseries.

time and Timeseries.data attributes. Utilizing commonly-
used Python object formats enables uncomplicated inspec-
tions of a particular station, timeseries, or fit; and allow
for non-standard user-desired plotting (e.g., for publication-
quality figures). Model parameter values and covariances
(accessed through their Model.parameters and Model.covaria

nces NumPy array attributes) are also directly plottable with
Matplotlib.

There are, however, high-level visualization routines al-
ready included in DISSTANS. The core functionality is
contained within the Network.gui() method. In its simplest
call signature, it provides a clickable map of the network
(optionally with satellite imagery background), and a sep-
arate figure with all the timeseries contained by a station.
If a timeseries contains fitted models, the overall model
prediction is plotted, and optionally, can be split up into
the different model components, and if there are SplineSe

t models present at a station, a scalogram can be shown. All
figures can also be saved directly to files.

Furthermore, to visualize station motion in a map view,
the Network.wormplot() method can produce still maps and
animated video files of the stations’ displacement (or indi-
vidual model components of them). Lastly, the Network.gr

aphical_cme() method performs common mode estimation
(see Appendix A.6) and presents the temporal and spatial
components separately for validation purposes.
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S.1 Synthetic Network
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Figure S1: Convergence of the iterative, spatiotemporal L0-regularized solver (line) for 8416 total spline coe�cients. For reference,
values for the local L1-regularized (half circles) and local L0-regularized (triangles) solutions are also plotted on the axes. The
results are shown both for the individual components (blue and orange, right vertical axis), as well as the overall solution (black,
left vertical axis). The total number of non-zero parameters (i.e., the sum over all stations and components of the number of
non-zero coe�cients) as well as the number of unique non-zero parameters (i.e., the number of all splines that are non-zero at
least at one station, per component) converges monotonically onto their �nal values. The latter number speci�cally demonstrates
the e�ect of spatial sparsity.
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Figure S2: Model parameter correlation matrix for all models and both east-north components. The covariances for spline
parameters that are estimated to be close to zero are set to zero as well, and not shown. Tradeo�s between models and within
splines are clearly identi�able, thereby giving a closer insight into the �tting process and allowing for statements about parameter
uncertainties.
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Figure S3: Timeseries comparison for the two neighboring stations Jeckle and Cylon and three regularization schemes in the two
east and north components. Black dots are the synthetic observations, with the grey shading corresponding to three standard
deviations of simulated observation uncertainty. The blue line represents the �nal overall model �t. The �tted models are
virtually indistinguishable between regularization schemes, except for the over�tting of some colored noise at station Cylon, which
is reduced with the spatial L0 regularization.
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Figure S4: Scalograms of the transient model for the stations and regularization in Fig. S3. The horizontal and vertical axes
correspond to time and the discrete periods of the splines, respectively. Patches (colored by the spline coe�cient's value) in this
time-period-space represent a single spline in the dictionary, with their extent in time de�ned as the active period of the spline
(i.e., having non-zero gradient), and their height de�ned by the relative magnitude of the particular spline compared to all splines
active at that time. Using the L1 solver, the transients (two shortterm, one longterm) are sparsely �tted in time, but not in space
(i.e., each station's timeseries is �t using di�erent splines). The local L0 regularization does not change this general behavior
(although a slight reduction in the number of non-zero splines is observed). Spatial L0 regularization leads to the transients being
sparsely �tted in time and space (i.e., every station's timeseries is �t with a similar set of splines). Modeling the transients with
coe�cients sparse in time, space and period is bene�cial in the context of identifying signals close to the noise �oor that are
appearing at multiple stations, since the respective coe�cients will be penalized less, allowing for a more physically-consistent
decomposition. Conversely, the penalization of coe�cients that are only seen at isolated stations makes it easier to identify local
shortterm noise processes.
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S.2 Influence of Number of Stations
The code for this analysis, the synthetic model parameters, as well as the exploration of additional explored hyperparameters,
can be found in Tutorial 5 of the online documentation.

In this section, we use a synthetic network of 𝑁 = 20 stations, distributed randomly, that is only affected by a single
transient process and white noise, to explore the dependence of the model error on the number of stations used. The noise
level relative to the maximum amplitude of the transient signal, 𝜎, is one of the hyperparameters we vary. The other variable
is the number of stations 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 used by the spatial L0-regularized solver. For each test case, we therefore subsample
the original network to create a subnetwork of smaller size 𝑛, comprised of randomly selected stations. (We also calculate
the result of using a local L0-regularized solver for comparison, where by construction 𝑛 = 1). The number of samples 𝑚,
for each 𝑛 to test, is given by the maximum of either the amount of possible permutations, or a defined maximum value 𝑀
based on computational considerations (𝑀 = 50 in our case).

For each 𝜎 and each 𝑛, we therefore have 𝑚 samples to test. The metric we choose to compare is the root-mean-squared
true model error (RMSE), calculated from the final fit of each sampled subnetwork (ensuring the solvers iterate long enough
to converge). For each 𝑛, we therefore compute the double mean of the RMSE, 𝜖, first across the subnetwork, and then across
samples. We also compute the standard deviation 𝜎𝜖 of the samples of the subnetwork-wide mean RMSEs.

Fig. S5 shows the results of our experiment. For all of the cases, the mean RMSE 𝜖 decreases with increasing number
of stations used in the fitting process (approximately by 1∕

√

𝑛). Furthermore, the variance of the errors decreases as well.
Importantly, for the case of 𝜎 = 3 (i.e., the white noise standard deviation is three times the maximum magnitude of the
transient signal), the local L0-regularized solution has a high error variance centered close to the maximum allowable error
(defined as not fitting a transient at all). Including multiple stations in the estimation process, however, decreases the mean
error and error variance significantly — with 20 stations, as low as the mean error for the local L0-regularized solution
for 𝜎 = 1. In the highest noise case presented here, 𝜎 = 10, most local L0-regularized solutions actually overfit the data.
Incorporating spatial awareness prevents the solver to do so. Overall, as shown by the reduction of error, error variance, and
susceptibility to overfitting, the importance of using spatial awareness for transient model fitting becomes clear.
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Figure S5: Sample mean (𝜖, colored lines) and sample standard deviation (𝜎𝜖, vertical errorbars) for all the sampled subnetworks
as a function of the number of stations used in the solution process (𝑛, horizontal axis), and noise level ratio (𝜎, di�erent colors).
The dashed, horizontal grey line corresponds to the maximum allowable error if no transient signal is �tted at all. The dotted
grey line is a reference line parallel to 1∕

√

𝑛.
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S.3 Long Valley Caldera
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Figure S6: Unregularized (average) component of the vertical seasonal �tted annual model. The marker size corresponds to the
amplitude, and the color corresponds to the time of the sinusoid's maximum during the year. Background satellite imagery by
Earthstar Geographics & Esri.
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Figure S7: Full seasonal model (unregularized and regularized, annual and semi-annual) for the selected stations from Fig. 5, in
the same order. Black dots are the overall model's residuals, centered on the seasonal model.
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